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Season 4, Episode 2
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When Nina Met Elliott



A planned Blush article on lost loves leads everyone to reminisce about their own lost loves. The saddest story belongs to Elliott, who saw his dream girl sail out of his life when a hit and run driver knocked him down on his way to propose to her. The story has an extra meaning for another person, however. When Elliott describes the incident, Nina realizes that she was the driver in question. Meanwhile, Finch wants desperately to convince the world that he is actually married to Adrienne, so to help him out, Jack takes out a big wedding announcement in the New York Post. Unfortunately, the attention it draws is of the unwelcome variety: an INS agent arrives at the office charging that the marriage is a sham. And why does it matter what the INS thinks? Because it turns out that Adrienne is actually a Canadian citizen whose work visa has just expired.
Quest roles:
Rebecca Romijn, Suanne Braun(Sara Tyler), Rance Howard(Blind Flower Guy), Fred Sanders(Bob Whiteman), David Bickford(Agent)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
28 September 1999, 00:00
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